nebolink

Installation Guide

Thanks for purchasing a nebolink!
Your nebolink is designed to start logging when your boat moves, and to
end logging when your boat stops. Your logs are emailed to you and
saved in the Nebo app.
Installing a nebolink is a quick and easy process. If you’re happy
connecting a low voltage DC device, you probably won’t need to call on a
marine electrician.
There are four key components inside a nebolink:
The GPS determines your boat’s position whilst underway.
The accelerometer detects initial movement and ’wakes up’ the GPS.
The SIM card allows your location to be transmitted to Nebo.
The battery provides backup if power is lost.

Please read these instructions before you install your nebolink.
SIM Card
Your nebolink comes with a SIM card already in place (A).
Battery
Connect the battery lead B into socket C. It only
fits one way! You should see a red LED start to
flash, provided the battery still has charge.
Seal the Lid
In order for the unit to be waterproof, you need
to carefully seal the lid.
The seal should be lying flat in the main housing,
without any visible dust or dirt.
Put the lid in place, making sure the battery cable won’t be pinched.
Hand tighten the supplied screws uniformly, and tighten the gland
around the external black cable.

Connect to Power
Your nebolink should be powered by a constant DC power source of
between 8 and 36 volts, so that the battery remains charged.
Connect the RED wire to the power source (+)
Connect the BLACK wire to ground (-)
Recommended option for motor boats kept on the water

Some vessel’s initial movement may not be detected by the
accelerometer, leading to a delayed start to logging. If you have a
motor boat kept on the water, consider connecting the white wire to
a circuit that is live when you’re underway, like an ignition circuit
(connecting to a tacho may be an easy option).
This will result in logging commencing when the engine(s) are started,
and will finish when they are turned off.
Mounting
Your nebolink can be placed inside a locker or the dashboard, but keep
in mind that reception from the GPS satellites is required. Mounting
deep in the engine room isn’t a good idea!

Finally, register your device in the Nebo app
If you haven’t already, download Nebo and register your boat.
Open Nebo and tap Other > Profile > My Boats, and tap your boat’s name.
Scroll to the bottom and tap Configure nebolink.
Enter the nebolink Serial Number (you’ll find it on
the back of the nebolink, and also on the box it was
shipped in).

Important: If you keep your boat on land tick
“Trailer Boat” and tap Save.
You can also choose to be alerted if the nebolink is disconnected from your
boat’s power circuit, or when voltage on that circuit falls below a threshold.
When you’re ready, exit and restart Nebo.

That’s it. See you on the water!
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